Dynamical A and B maps have been employed extensively by Sudarshan and co-workers to investigate open system evolution of quantum systems. A canonical structure of the A-map is introduced here. It is shown that this canonical A-map enables us to investigate if the dynamics is completely positive (CP) or non-completely positive (NCP) in an elegant way and hence, it subsumes the basic results on open system dynamics. Identifying memory effects in open system evolution is gaining increasing importance recently and here, a criterion of non-Markovianity, based on the relative entropy of the dynamical state is proposed. The relative entropy difference of the dynamical system serves as a complementary characterization -though not related directly -to the fidelity difference criterion proposed recently. Three typical examples of open system evolution of a qubit, prepared initially in a correlated state with another qubit (environment), and evolving jointly under a specific unitary dynamics -which corresponds to a NCP dynamical map -are investigated by employing both the relative entropy difference and fidelity difference tests of non-Markovianity. The two qubit initial states are chosen to be (i) a pure entangled state, (ii) the Werner state, which exemplifies both entangled and separable states of qubits, depending on a real parameter, and (3) a separable mixed state. Both the relative entropy and fidelity criteria offer a nice display of how non-Markovianity manifests in all the three examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known [1] that when a quantum systemchosen initially to be in a tensor product state with its environmental degrees of freddom -undergoes dynamical evolution, the final state of the system is related to the initial one via a completely positive (CP) dynamical map. Kraus decomposition [2] of dynamics is guaranteed only when the map is completely positive. After its conceptual formulation [3, 4] nearly five decades ago, Sudarshan and coworkers [5] [6] [7] [8] have been investigating the quantum theory of open system evolution in terms of dynamical maps in the more general setting -including not completely positive (NCP) maps. There has been growing interest [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] in identifying the physical conditions under which open evolution of a quantum system does not ensure a CP dynamical map. Jordan et. al. [5] studied an open system unitary evolution, where the system and the environment may be in an initially entangled state and showed that the resulting dynamical map is not always completely positive. Rodríguez and Sudarshan [7] analyzed the general characteristics of dynamical maps in open quantum system evolutions, taking into account initial correlations of system with environment. Extending the result of Ref. [6] , Shabani and Lidar [13] showed recently that CP maps are guaranteed for quantum dynamical processes, if and only if * arutth@rediffmail.com the initial system-environment state belongs to a class of separable states with vanishing quantum discord [14] . All these investigations point towards the important role of the initial state in open system evolution and more recently, Modi and Sudarshan [8] outlined the effects of preparation of initial state in quantum process tomography.
The Markov approximation, where the correlation time between the system and environment is considered to be infinitesimally small -so that the dynamical map does not carry any memory effects -leads to a much simplified picture of open system dynamics. The mathematical theory of Markovian dynamics is built around a CP map -originating from the unitary evolution of an initially uncorrelated system-environment state and generating a dynamical semigroup (to take into account the memorylessness). This results in the Markovian dynamical equation -known as the Lindblad-Gorini-KossakowskiSudarshan (LGKS) [15, 16] master equation -for the time evolution of the system density matrix. However, memory effects are prevalent in many physical situations of interest. Formulation of CP non-Markovian processes -where the dynamical evolution depends on the history of the system-environment correlation -has attracted significant attention [7, [17] [18] [19] . Various manifestations of non-Markovianity have been investigated recently [20] [21] [22] [23] , based on the departure from strict Markovian behavior (where the dynamical map is a one-parameter continuous, memoryless, completely positive semigroup). However, revelation of non-Markovian features under NCP maps has not been studied so far. In the present paper, we focus on two basic issues: (1) A canonical structure of the dynamical map to ellucidate CP or NCP nature of dynamics and (2) operational signatures of nonMarkovianity. We consider a particular unitary time evolution -which has been shown [5] to correspond to a NCP map -and examine the non-Markovianity of the open system dynamics of single qubit systems, resulting from the joint evolution of different types of initially correlated two qubit states. We propose a criterion, based on the relative entropy of the quantum states to verify Markovianity/non-Markovianity of the dynamical process. We compare the results with the fidelity difference [23] test of non-Markovianity proposed recently by some of us [23] .
We first review the properties of A and B maps [3, 6] , introduced in the general theory of open system dynamics in Sec. II. Here, we present a new canonical structure of the A map, which reveals its equivalence with that of the B map. We employ this canonical map to establish CP or NCP nature of the dynamics. In Sec. III we explore a specific example of open system unitary evolution [5] of a single qubit (system), which is initially prepared in a correlated state with another qubit (environment), leading to a NCP dynamical map. This map serves as a template for studying the different examples of intially correlated two qubit states considered here. We construct a characterization of non-Markovianity in Sec. IV, based on relative entropy of the evolving quantum states. We also discuss the fidelity difference criterion [23] of nonMarkovianity proposed earlier so as to be self-contained and mutually concordant. We then proceed to illustrate non-Markoivan behaviour of the NCP dynamical map of Sec. III, with the help of three different choices of density matrices prepared initially in entangled pure, mixed, and separable states of the two qubits. By employing the relative entropy criterion, as well as the fidelity difference test, we show that the dynamics in all the three different cases exhibits non-Markovianity. Sec. IV is devoted to a brief summary of our results.
II. REVIEW ON THE GENERAL PROPERTIES OF A, B DYNAMICAL MAPS AND THEIR EQUIVALENCE
A general open system dynamics relates the elements [ρ(0)] rs of the initial system density matrix with [ρ(t)] r ′ s ′ at instant t via a linear map [3, 6] ,
(1) Imposing that the A map ensures (i) the preservation of hermiticity i.e., [ρ(t)] r ′ s ′ = [ρ(t)] * s ′ r ′ , and (ii) unit trace condition i.e., Tr[ρ(t)] = 1, the following restrictions on the elements of A are realized [3, 6] :
In order to bring out the properties (2), (3) in a transparent manner, it has been found convenient to define a realigned matrix B [3, 6] :
The hermiticity property (2) leads to the condition B s ′ s;r ′ r = B * r ′ r;s ′ s , i.e., the dynamical map B itself is hermitian -which is exploited further to identify the general features of dynamics [3, 6] . Here, we present an alternate version by casting the A-map in its canonical form, which is shown to capture all the dynamical features in an unique way. To accomplish this, we start by considering an orthonormal set {T α , α = 1, 2, . . . , n 2 } of n × n basis matrices , satisfying
so that we can express the n 2 × n 2 matrix A as,
Clearly, we have,
The hermiticity preservation condition (2) implies that
i.e., the coefficients A αβ form a n 2 × n 2 hermitian matrix A. Denoting U as the matrix diagonalizing A and {λ µ }, the real eigenvalues of A, so that α,β U µα A αβ U * µβ = λ µ , we finally obtain the canonical structure of the Amap:
where
With the help of the canonical form, the matrix elements of A are explicitly given by,
Substituting (11) in (1) and simplifying, we obtain the following elegant form for the action of the A-map on the initial density matrix ρ(0):
The trace preservation condition (3) can be readily expressed as µ λ µ C † µ C µ = I (where I denotes the n × n identity matrix). The dynamical map is CP, when all the eigenvalues λ µ are non-negative, whereas it is NCP if at least one of them is negative [24] .
From (4) and (11) we obtain, B r ′ r;
µ ] s ′ s , which evidently corresponds to the spectral decomposition of the B matrix. In other words, the eigenvalues of the matrix A and B are identically same and [C µ ] r ′ r (expressed as n 2 component column) correspond to the corresponding eigenvectors of B. In this paper we employ the canonical form of the A-map to elucidate the CP or NCP nature of the evolution.
III. AN EXAMPLE OF TWO QUBIT UNITARY DYNAMICS
Jordan et. al. [5] studied a specific example of unitary dynamical evolution on two qubit states U (t) = e −iHt/ , governed by the Hamiltonian
where σ 1 i , σ 2 i i = x, y, z respectively denote Pauli matrices of first and second qubits. The unitary tranformation matrix on the qubits is given explicitly (in the standard qubit basis |0, 0 , |0, 1 , |1, 0 , |1, 1 ) by,
The positive definiteness of the dynamical state of the system qubit -evolving jointly with another environment qubit under the unitary time evolution (14) -is necessarily preserved.
Time evolution of the expectation values of the Pauli operators of the first qubit -evaluated in the Heisenberg picture -are given by,
where σ 1x , σ 1y , σ 1z are the expectation values at t = 0 and
are considered to be the fixed initial state parameters describing the evolution of the first qubit [5] . Correspondingly, the density matrix of the first qubit
is mapped to
Eq. (20) in turn corresponds to [5] ,
For fixed parameters a 1 , a 2 characterizing the initial state, a linear dynamical A-map Q → Q ′ for all 2 × 2 hermitian matrices -consistent with the unitary evolution (14) , is defined by (see Eq. (1)),
with a = a 1 + i a 2 ; C = cos(ωt), S = sin(ωt) Choosing
as the orthonormal set of basis matrices, we expand the A matrix (23) as (see Eq. (6)),
with the hermitian coefficient matrix A given by,
The eigenvalues of A are given by [25] ,
It may be seen that λ 1− , λ 2− assume negative values and thus, the dynamical map is NCP [5] (see however [26] ). Nevertheless, as pointed out earlier, the positive definiteness of the dynamical single qubit state, evolving jointly under the unitary dynamics (14) with another qubit (which are prepared in an intially correlated state) is always ensured. The A-map (23) serves as a general dynamical map for the different examples considered in Sec. V.
IV. NON-MARKOVIAN FEATURES
We recall here that an open system CP dynamical map is Markovian if it forms a one parameter semigroup [1] , which corresponds to
for the A-map (1). In other words, when the underlying CP dynamics is Markovian, the A-map has an exponential structure A = e t L , L denoting the time-independent generator of the quantum dynamical semigroup [15, 16] . One may verify directly whether the one-parameter semigroup criterion Eq. (28) is obeyed by checking if the Amap is exponential. However, it is advantageous to examine physical quantities, which are functions of the dynamical map, that describe the open system evolution of the physical states. In the following we consider relative entropy difference and fidelity difference to qualitatively capture the departure from the CP Markovian semigroup property of evolution.
We consider here the relative entropy [27] of two density matrices ρ and γ, defined by:
which is positive and vanishes if and only if ρ ≡ γ. Under CP, trace preserving dynamical maps Φ, the relative entropy obeys monotonicity property [28] i.e.,
Thus, it follows that
under a trace preserving CP map A : ρ(0) → ρ(t) = A(t)ρ(0), obeying the Markovian semigroup property (28) . In other words, the relative entropy difference defined as,
is necessarily positive for all quantum states ρ(t) evolving under CP Markovian dynamics. The inequality (31) need not be satisfied by both NCP processes as well as by a CP evolution, which departs from the semi-group property (28) . Thus, violation of the inequality (31) i.e.,
signifies a non-Markovian dynamical process (both CP as well as NCP). We also recall here that the fidelity function [29] defined by,
never decreases from its initial value F [ρ(0), ρ(τ )] [23] for the state ρ(t) undergoing a Markovian CP dynamical process. A sufficient criterion for non-Markovianity is therefore registered -if the fidelity difference function [23]
assumes negative values under open system dynamics. The relative entropy and fidelity exhibit contrasting physical implications: The relative entropy S[ρ(t)||ρ(t + τ )] measures the instantaneous distinguishability of the dynamical state ρ(t + τ ) with its earlier time density matrix ρ(t) and it declines -when the system undergoes a CP Markovian process -from its initial value S[ρ(0)||ρ(τ )] to its minimum value asymptotically i.e., lim t→∞ S(ρ(t)||ρ(t + τ )) = 0. On the other hand, the fidelity F [ρ(t), ρ(t + τ )] signifies the overlap of the dynamical states ρ(t + τ ), ρ(t); under any CP Markovian dynamics, it increases monotonically from its intial value F [ρ(0), ρ(τ )] to its maximum value lim t→∞ F [ρ(t), ρ(t + τ )] = 1.
The negative values of relative entropy difference (32) and the fidelity difference (35) point out that the time evolution is not a CP Markovian process -though their positive values do not necessarily suggest that the dynamics is Markovian. In other words, the negative values of relative entropy and fidelity differences serve as sufficient -but not necessary -tests of non-Markovianity (CP as well as NCP). Further, it is not possible to draw any clear-cut inference towards whether the open-system dynamics is NCP or not -based entirely on the negative values of the quantities (32), (35). However, these signatures of non-Markovianity, in terms of relative entropy/fidelity, offer an operational advantage that they require only the specification of the initial density matrix ρ(0), and the dynamically evolved one ρ(t) for their evaluation -without any apriori knowledge on the nature of the environment and/or the coupling between the system-environment.
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
We now proceed to investigate three different examples of two qubit initial states, jointly undergoing the unitary transformation (14) so that the time evolution of the first qubit (system) is represented by the dynamical map
The examples are indeed expected to reveal nonMarkovian features as the environment consists of just a single qubit, with no additional assumptions on the weak coupling limit [1] invoked (so as to lead to CP Markovian dynamics, when initially uncorrelated states are considered [26] ). Further, as the dynamical evolution of the system qubit being governed by the NCP dynamical map (23) , non-Markovianity is bound to emerge. Here, we focus on the non-Markovian features by verifying that the relative entropy difference (32) and the fidelity difference (35) assume negative values under this open system NCP dynamics.
A. Example 1: Pure entangled two qubit state
We first consider a two qubit pure entangled state
with the corresponding intial density matrix of the system qubit given by,
in the standard basis {|0 , |1 }. Under the unitary transformation (14) we explicitly obtain the dynamical state of the system qubit as,
C e iφ + iS e 2iφ 2
.(39)
This may also be identified to be the result of the action of the open system dynamical A-map (23):
with the initial state parameters (see (18))
governing the open system dynamics.
We obtain, after simplification, the relative entropy S[ρ 1 (t)||ρ 1 (t+τ )] of the dynamical state (39) of the qubit as,
where we have denoted,
In order to compute the fidelity F [ρ 1 (t), ρ 1 (t + τ )], we make use of its simplified form in the case of single qubit states [29] :
We obtain the fidelity F [ρ 1 (t), ρ 1 (t+ τ )] of the dynamical state (39) as,
The relative entropy difference S(t, τ ) and the fidelity difference G(t, τ ) (see (35)) for the dynamical state (39) are plotted as a function of ω t and φ in Fig. 1 -where the negative regions of both S(t, τ ), G(t, τ ) display nonMarkovianity of the dynamical process.
B. Example 2: Two qubit Werner state
We consider Werner state of two qubits as the initial system-environment state
The initial state of the system qubit is given by
Under open system dynamics (14) we obtain the dynamical state of the system qubit as,
(which may also be directly obtained by employing the
The relative entropy S[ρ W 1 (t)||ρ W 1 (t + τ )] of the system qubit (47) is identified to be,
Further, the fidelity F [ρ W 1 (t), ρ W 1 (t + τ )] is obtained as,
We have plotted, in Fig. 2 , the relative entropy difference S(t, τ ) and the fidelity difference G(t, τ ) for this dynamical example. Here too, the non-Markovianity of the dynamics is clearly depicted by the negative values of S(t, τ ) and G(t, τ ).
C. Example 3: Mixed separable state of two qubits
Now we consider a separable mixed state of two qubits,
(51) The initial state of the first qubit (system) is obtained to be,
Open system dynamics of the system qubit (corresponding to the joint unitary evolution (14) leads to the dynamical state ρ S1 (t) as,
where we have denoted
Note that in this example, we have the intial dynamical parameters
and the dynamical state of the system (53) is equivalently obtained by transforming the initial density matrix (expressed as a column) through the A matrix (23) . We evaluate the relative entropy S[ρ S1 (t)||ρ S1 (t + τ )] of the state (53) to obtain, where
The fidelity F [ρ S1 (t), ρ S1 (t + τ )] associated with the dynamical state (53) is found to be,
where ζ(t), R(t) are defined in (56).
In Fig. 3 , we depict the relative entropy difference S(t, τ ) and the fidelity difference G(t, τ ) of the state (53). The negative values of S(t, τ ) and G(t, τ ) demonstrate the non-Markovianity of the dynamical process in this example too.
We emphasize here that the negative values of the relative entropy difference and fidelity difference serve as qualitative reflections of deviation from a CP Markovian behavior -with no specific importance attached to the degree of negativity. Further, the positive regions in the figures, do not indicate that the process is being Markovian in these regions -because our criteria offer only sufficient (not necessary) tests of non-Markovianity. It is also worth pointing out here that had we considered initially uncorrelated (or zero discord) states, a CP dynamical map associated with the same unitary dynamics (14) , would also be expected to exhibit non-Markovianity [26] . In other words, it is not evident if the departure from Markovianity is entirely from the NCP nature (resulting due to intially correlated states) or from the built-in non-Markovianity associated with the dynamics. It remains an open question to recognize distinct signatures of NCP non-Markovianity emerging exclusively due to initial system-environment correlations.
VI. SUMMARY
While open system evolution was formulated nearly five decades ago -with the introduction of dynamical A
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. The relative entropy difference S(t, τ ) and the fidelity difference G(t, τ ) of the dynamical state (47), as a function of (dimensionless) time ω t and x; here, we have chosen ωτ = π. The functions S(t, τ ), G(t, τ ) are negative in almost the entire region (except for x = 1), reflecting the nonMarkovianity of the underlying NCP dynamics. All quantities are dimensionless.
and B maps -by Sudarshan et. al [3, 4] , several interesting questions on the nature of dynamical maps are being raised recently [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . It has been recognized that NCP dynamical maps make their presence felt in the reduced dynamics obtained from the joint unitary evolution, if the system and environment are in an initially correlated state [5] [6] [7] [8] . Conceptual understanding of positive -but NCP dynamical maps -has thus been attracting increasing attention. In this paper, we have developed a canonical structure for the A-map, and shown that this canonical A-map offers an elegant approach to investigate if the dynamics is CP/NCP. Manifestations of memory effects in CP open system quantum evolution has been investigated in a previous work by some of us [23] and here, we have focused on exploring departure of CP Markovianity in a specifically chosen NCP dynamics [5] with initially correlated system-environment states. We have proposed a test to verify deviations from CP Markovianity, based on the relative entropy of the dynamical state of the system -which together with an analogous characterization [23] , in terms of the fidelity -is employed here to study prevalent memory effects in the NCP evolution. We have examined three different examples with diverse kinds of initial correlations -such as two qubits in (i) a pure entangled state, (ii) Werner state ( mixed two qubit state which encompasses both entangled and separable states depending on a single real parameter x) and (iii) a separable state. All the three dynamical examples considered here display non-Markovianity. However, it is not evident if the reflections of non-Markovianity are essentially arising due to NCP nature of the process (initially correlated states of qubits). This leaves open an important question: Are there any distinct signatures of non-Markovianity emerging entirely because of the NCP nature of the dynamical process?
